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AUIG-2 information including User ID  and Password will be announced by 
EORC order desk.

Top page of AUIG2 (ALOS-2/ALOS User Interface Gateway)
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Functions to:
1. Check observation plans
2. Search products
3. Order products (ALOS/ALOS2)
4. Check Order History 
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1.Check observation plans
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1.Check observation plans

Obs plan can be searched by setting areas, target periods, and obs
mode etc.. 
PIs can check if their requested obs were programmed or not.
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Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

28 29 30 31

Dec 2014

Weekly observation requests are programmed on ever 
Thursday .
The status of requested observations in next week can be 
checked using an “observation plans” function .
Note that even if the obs was programmed once on Thursday,  
it will be sometimes cancelled after that due to, for example, 
emergency observations.  

1.Check observation plans
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1.Check observation plans

Saved as a csv file
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2. Search products

Products can be searched by setting areas, target periods, and obs
mode etc.. 

Export results
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2. Search products

The results can be exported in Shape, KMZ, or CSV 
formats. 
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1. Mark scenes to be 
ordered.   

2. Add the selected scenes to 
Cart 

3. Open Cart dialog 

3.Order products
Select data to be processed using “Product Search” function.
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1. Select and highlight the target 
scenes

2. Select “Parameter Settings” 
button

3.Order products
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Parameter settings

•Set parameters for processing (orbit accuracy, resampling , image 
orientation, format, pixel spacing, scene shift etc.)  
•Parameters depend on processing level (Level1.1/Level1.5).
•Applied parameter setting can be saved as a file. 

Update after 
setting 

3.Order products
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Go To Order

Go To Order

3.Order products
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Order Options

•Select provision method (download/media delivery) 
•Password setting is optional.

“Next” to confirm order 

*Providing in parts: 
If several scenes are ordered, data just processed are provided in turns.  
If not checked, provision starts after all ordered scenes are successfully 
processed. 

3.Order products
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Confirmation of Order

Data  list to be ordered

Applied order options

Order limit information
Complete order 

3.Order products
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4. Order History
Order History window 

Order status

Order limit information
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5. EORC Order Desk

Z-orderdesk@jaxa.jp
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Please contact the receptionist below for any questions.



Thank you for your attention.
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